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Stockholm, 28 November, 2001

IBS delivers new Pharma software to Oriola in Finland

Oriola has signed an order for IBS Pharma, IBS’ new software for pharmaceutical distribution.
Oriola, with an annual revenue of approximately 600 million euros, is a leading Finnish
wholesaler and distributor of pharmaceuticals and healthcare products. With the new software,
Oriola can improve its supply chain management and logistics. The order is one of the largest
for IBS Finland.

“The Oriola order is the first for our recently launched IBS Pharma software,” says Staffan Ahlberg,
CEO for the IBS Group. “IBS Pharma is based on IBS’ experience from many pharmaceutical
distribution installations world-wide. Pharmaceutical distribution is among the most advanced areas
within distribution and supply chain management, and is therefore especially interesting for IBS.”

”By choosing a solution based on standard software components, we decreased the risk of falling
behind in terms of functionality, performance and new version updates. IBS´ solution fits perfectly into
our wholesale business requirements, with fast order cycles and high order processing volumes. IBS
has good customer references in pharmaceuticals distribution and healthcare sales in general,”
comments Seppo Morri, CEO of Oriola.

”The processing time for pharmaceuticals is very short, often not more than a few minutes. Other
critical factors that set special requirements for the software include correct timing, error minimisation,
and strict warehousing conditions. A key factor which facilitated our choosing IBS as our software
vendor was future co-operation in product development”, Morri continues.

IBS Pharma is based on IBS´ ASW business software and consists of modules for supply chain
automation, warehouse and inventory management, logistics planning, call planning, finance
management, business analysis and e-commerce. The solution can process more than 2 million
orders per hour in a productive environment. It speeds up sales and purchase processing, optimises
stock, minimises errors and enhances logistics planning.

”The deal with Oriola is a major breakthrough for IBS in the larger Finnish wholesale and distribution
industries,” says Kari Merenheimo, Managing Director, IBS Finland. “Besides pharmaceutical
distribution, our software fits well into several vertical industry sectors, including food, electronics and
consumer product distribution, where there are marked peak hours, and where order processing
cycles are extremely short.”

In addition to systems for order and delivery processes, IBS will overhaul Oriola´s financial
management software. IBS will also deliver Oriola’s application servers, providing implementation,
maintenance and training services. The migration into new systems will be executed during the year
2003. Oriola´s foreign subsidiaries will be integrated into the system when the parent company
transition is complete.
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IBS AB, with headquarters in Stockholm, is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. The IBS Group is a world-leading
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